INTRODUCTION
The enormous complexity and the completely prohibitive dimensions of the many-body problem of a finite nucleus force us, in the shellmodel description of the nuclear spectra and of the nuclear ground state, to an elimination from our explicit treatment of the so-called oore. This picture is, however, a fair approximation only when one works with effective phenomenological nuclear forces which are supposed to contain implicitly all the effects of the excited configurations of the core nucleons. In fact, it has been shown that the effects of such configurations, i.e., the so-called effects of the core polarization, are extremely important in a description in terms of realistic nucleonnucleon potentials. These have to be drastically renormalized if they are to "be used for mixing configurations of only the valence nucleons.
Similarly, in a phenomenological description of electromagnetic properties and interactions of nuclei^the nucleonic charges of the valence protons and neutrons are supposed to be renormalized for all the contributions of the core nucleons. This is the concept of the effective charge which is,in a phenomenological theory, an adjustable parameter. This leads to an uncomfortable freedom as the effective charge is different for the neutrons and the protons and for various multipoles.
In fact, in addition to the philosophical difficulty of mixing purely phenomenological and microscopic concepts, one also usually has too many adjustable parameters in the theory. Since, in contrast to the situation of our knowledge of the actual nuclear forces, the electromagnetic interactions with nucleons are well-known, we have even less excuse for a phenomenological approach to these interactions than for such an approach to the nucleon-nucleon interactions between the valence protons and neutrons. It is clear that a fully microscopic theory of nuolear properties and of nuclear spectra in terms of realistic nucleon-nucleon potentials should be free of the concept of a phenomenological adjustable parameter.
7)-9) Several authors ' have attempted microscopic derivations and estimates of the effective charge using the picture of virtual excitations of core nucleons. Por example, a neutron-effective charge could arise from eecond-order processes in which a virtual or a real photon is absorbed by a core proton creating a particle-hole pair which is subsequently annihilated (de-excited) in a collision with a valence neutron. Unfortunately, the description of Refs. 7) -9) has been based only on phenomenological nuclear forces and involved many crude, schematic approximations thus giving only qualitative or, at best, semiquantitative estimates.
It is clear that only realistic nucleon-nucleon potentials, avoiding the introduction of new adjustable parameters, are to be used in this kind of calculation when a quantitative comparison with experimental data ia wanted.
It is our aim now to study the problem in detail and in a quantitative way in relation to a realistic nucleon-nucleon potential.
Our numerical analysis is performed on the example of the even tin isotopes, which are quite representative of an important region of the periodic table: of the so-called vibrational nuclei. We derive formulae for the effective electric (or magnetic) multipole operator, O\ , which may then be treated with all the retardation effects (no approximation for the radial integrals involved) or in the long wave-length limit approximation.
In particular, we examine the question to what extent J^ -operator be replaced "by e ,, O\^ when g ,r ie a unique over-all constant effective charge (independent of the transition configuration).
We apply our computed CK £ to the study of some of the reduced E2-transition probabilities, B(E2, I. ->I,,), of the quadrupole moment of the first excited 2, -state, Q(2-,), of the gyromagnetic factor L • L /form factors corresponding to thej gc-of the 5, -state and of the inelastic ere~c"^rbn scatterirfgTfiJaal states 2-, and 37* We compare our results with the recent experimental """ 116 data on these observables, in particular for the nucleus Sn II.
EFFECTIVE SINGLE-PARTICLE OPERATORS
In the case of a realistic nucleon-nucleon potential containing a strongly repulsive part at small separation distances (hard core or at least a "soft" core for a local, static potential) the effective nuclear interaction Hamiltonian is defined in the sense of the Brueckner theory, i.e., the two-body potential V(i,p is replaced by the appropriate Brueckner reaction matrix G(v,-j) in the original expression for the potential energy operator. Any perturbation theory calculation is based on such an effective Ramiltonian (an expansion in terms of G(i>j) (of., e.g., Refs. l) -3)). Only if one uses a strongly non-local or velocity-dependent potential such as, e.g., that of Tabakin  , can one use the standard perturbation theory in terms of Vflj]) itself.
•j
For the sake of definiteness let us now consider the problem of a nucleus with a doubly magic core possessing neutrons only in the open (valence) shells, such as a tin isotope with the 50-50 core. Vfe have now to calculate the effective operator of a multipole Gy ,> for an extra core single neutron. Clearly it is the neutron-proton two-body potential V™ (or fCp) which is responsible for the transmission of the electromagnetic interaction from the core protons to the neutrons.
To lowest order,this effective interaction can be represented loy the two diagrams of Pig. 1. These correspond to the second-order perturbation theory.
In fact, since there is no first-order contribution (except   A   N for O^nbeing a magnetic interaction with the neutron spin;, we obtain in this case the following expression for the single-neutron matrix element:
where the first term in the sum on the r.h.s, of eq.. if 3T is a (proton) particle and y^ a (proton) hole, and ~ 0 otherwise, and the energy denominators are
In the following we shall limit ourselves to the spherical symmetry with the degeneracy in the magnetic subata,tes. Consequently, we utilize the Wigner-Eckart theorem and only reduoed matrix elements of the operators are involved. We choose the notation with latin subscripts for the single-particle states with the exclusion of the j-projeotion quantum number m (a as corresponding to (X = (a,m^) t etc.). It is convenient to introduce the particle-hole coupled reduced matrix elements F Mp (abod, X ) of the neutron-proton potential V as defined by:
= -^ L
The Wigner-Eckart theorem for the element (<S' | Oy^ I <3 ) can be written as:
It follows then immediately from eq. The last sura in eq. (6) which runs over all the neutron particle-hole pairs is actually present only if O\ is a magnetic multipole operator of interaction with the neutron spin. The quantity Fpp(abcd,^.) is expressed in terms of F with definite isotopic spin T, i.e., we have:
The reduced matrix elements F pp correspond to antisymraetrized elements of the potential V pp , i.e., to elements of U pp = V pp (l-P 12 ) where ? 12 exchanges all the co-ordinates 1 and 2. The exchange terms of F pp in eq. (6) are connected with the elementary prooesses represented by the diagrams of Fig. 3« "^~(
7)
Obviously, the formula of eq. (6) A.
where </ n v || 0^ || ft ^ is a reduoed matrix element and H Z. C-) k+fm " tfcU jrvaj-wi,, U^)ck,
creates an (n^n ) pair of spin A . In practice,in medium heavy nuolei one deals with many quasiparticle states and it is useful to perform a quasipartiole transformation of eq. (9)* An explicit expression for this form of X is given in eq. (ll) of Ref. 12 ).
E
The matrix element for a ^-transition from the nuclear state I X jj^ / to the state j x ' , /^ oan now ^e' expressed as" (10) where \ £ J 11 A i\£ J/ is a reduced matrix element of X between the two many-body states in question. If one uses for /aj|(X | a^ in ©Q. * the expressions of eqs. (4) or (6), one introduoes an approximation which is not identioal with the standard many-body perturbation theoryappropriate to obtain the nuolear many-body states with which to calculate the matrix elements of O\ . In our numerical analysis we shall examine in detail the goodness of this approximation. Strictly speaking, the formulae of eqs. (4) and (6) are most appropriate and directly applicable to the independent particle model, e.g., to describing creations of pure single particle-hole pairs in a shell model without residual interactions.
It is interesting to oompare the above prescription of using eqs. (4) and (6) with the corresponding formula following from the standard perturbation theory. Let us consider the Hamiltonian H™ of the interaction of the valence neutrons with the core protons, a perturbation field for many-body system described by [j ^ \ |0)> \ where 1 < XM / refers to the valence neutrons only and 0 A is the spin zero ground state of the proton core. By perturbation theory we calculate the perturbed set involving the proton particle-hole (ph)-pair excited
On the perturbed set we now calculate the matrix elements of O\,i 1 the operator which acts only on the proton co-ordinates. Again one obtains the formula of eq. (io)j only the s.p. reduced matrix element has to be replaced with (cf. Appendix i)
The only difference in relation to eq. (4) -S- 
The dependence on E and E
is an extra complication in relation to the simple / f: O\"* \: / of eqs. (4), (6) With the . usual phase conventions ' which we use in the present work it is immediately verified that, while <aH6^1(a) -(-)^~^' <o.H6 > ll<X < ) } the same symmetry relation holds for the effective operator of eqs. (4), (6) and (8):
Instead, for the operator of eq. (ll) we find:
The fact of having to interchange E and E 1 together with n arid n 1 in the latter case renders the calculation of <f E j'[; O_^ ^ (Ej£)|jEJy> more complicated than that of <( t" j' |j 6 "' | ^^/ > for a given E7 -* E' J' transition. Only for diagonal (E = E 1 ) matrix elements no such extra trouble arises (calculations of the quadrupole moments, magnetic moments, etc.; in this case calculations with 0^ (E ( £ E £) are equivalent to those with (X \ " of eqs. (4) and (6) neglecting E^, -E^ in e + ).
-9 -It follows from our numerical results presented "below that the two different definitions of the effective electromagnetic operators lead to only very small differences in the respective values of the calculated observables. This then seems to justify extensive use of the simpler version ^\J J whioh is independent of E and E 1 .
As for a critical evaluation of the usefulness of the extremely crude effective charge approach we calculate the "effective charge matrix" (ECM) defined as where <CY\' j O\ 11/ p is the "reference matrix" defined in the usual way for "direct" n-^n* transitions and e ' = 1. ECM gives the actual -theoretical effeotive charge for each individual n-> n 1 transition.
IV. APPLICATION TO ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES AND TO INELASTIC SCATTERING OP ELECTRONS FROM THE EVEN ISOTOPES OP TI3T
The spectra of the even isotopes of tin have been generally successfully described by two-and four-quasiparticle RPA and Tamm- Let us consider first the most important E2 transitions.
With all the above-mentioned s.p. states there are in all 29 nonvanishing (E2 allowed transitions) proton matrix elements. The nine non-vanishing distinct (n ^. n 1 ) elements e-(n.n') of eq. (15) for the valence neutrons are given in Table I . O, ..'' is that of eq* (4). The nuolear force
Yale-Shakin reaction matrix.
F™ elements) is the "bare" Table I 3sJL for E' = E). We observe only very small differences between the two respective table entries for each off-diagnonal n* -^ n element in Table I .
A feff)
The differences between the elements <^||^ II 11 /^ °f ®q.« (9) and the elements <^1 l| Oj*V(E,E* = E-V1. 2<j tjeVll^are precisely of the same order. The values of G (n,n ? ) are of the desired sign and the same order of magnitude. They are actually grouped in two clusters: those somewhat higher than unity and those somewhat smaller than 0.7. The composition of each one of the nine elements of Table I in terms of the partial contributions of the subshells of the (ph)-pairs involved is given in Table II In order to examine the relative importance of our individual e (n,n') we compute with the numbers of Table I the 
+0.091
In Table III we compare the calculated (QTD and QSTD) values of B(E2, 2^ -3> 0 1 ) and Q(2 Z ) both theoretical (computed with the e (n,n') of give (here specified for neutrons). yThisis indeed the oase and it goes in the direction of a better agreement with experiment. The "bare" matrix corresponds in this case to pure neutronic matrix elements of the valence neutrons only. We find that the contributions of the (ph)-pairs (both neutrons and protons) are of opposite sign to those of the valence neutron, and lead to an over-all reduction, i.e., 0<ufa,h')< 1 where u(n,n') is our EMRM s X"^ f j a o) I'
The allowed til-transitions/ are : lg^r <•-» lgr (both protons terms are roughly by an order of magnitude smaller.
In Table V we give our computed QTD and QSTD "bare" and theoretical values of the g-factor g K -of Sn . The QTD and QSTD eigenvectors 5T / refer to the same Yale-Shakin force renormalized for oore polarization which was used for our computations of Table III . are indeed based on a sufficiently precise resolution discriminating W neighbouring 57 an<^ other states, the explanation of the latter discrepancy is to be sought probably in the inadequacy of our treatment of some exoited configurations of the core nucleons.
In Table VI we give In general, the differences between the respective QTD, QSTD(l) and QSTD(ll) results (cf. based on simple QTD and QRPA calculations seem to be quantitatively inconsistent (e.g. they leave out energetically equivalent four-q.p or two-particle-two-hole excited configurations), and cannot provide a A (eff) valid criterion for our theoretical 0\
. We may point out that, in oontrast to a suggestion by Bando" " ' , we find that the bare nuclear force is a sufficient approximation in the second-order calculation (Kabcdjj") in eqs. (4), (6) =2.2.
-23-
(AS).
We now prooeed to calculate the lowest-order non-vanishing contributions to a matrix element of the electric 2 -pole,
T^ere ^xe * vo first-order terms, the first of which is Let us now take a 2 -pole magnetic operator O\ . In , addition to the non-vanishing zero-order (bare) matrix elements <^ ^ ,.., j^1 ^we find in this case the first-order terms of the virtual excitation of the core neutrons corresponding to the terms of eq.(ll) with F, ™ replaced by the ant isymmetri zed elements R™ of the valence neutron-core neutron interaction. In deriving the latter formula, in the same way a3 that of eq.(6)» all the contractions between the neutron creation and annihilation operatoiB(c^ and c) are to be made in the matrix elements i.e., 'JT is oontraoted with ^ and \T while ^ is contracted with V and V (")( and 3r are distinct as a hole and a particle, respectively). Partial contributions to the elements e (n,n ( ) of Table I Simplest diagram contributing to the higher-order corrections to matrix elements <*ft' jj O t, liD iagrams contributing to the exchange terms of F pp in eq.. (6) . 
